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Letter From the CEO
Dear Friends:

The past year has been an important and pivotal one for Living
Cities. In May 2008, the Council on Foundations recognized the
groundbreaking work we did during our first 15 years with its
Distinguished Grantmaking Through Collaboration Award.
We also began laying the foundation for our future by defining
a compelling role for the organization in improving lowincome people’s lives, not just neighborhoods; providing
leadership on current, pressing issues like the subprime
mortgage crisis and climate change; and raising Living Cities’
profile throughout the country by engaging new members,
elected officials and policymakers.
As you will see in this report, we are working hard to Innovate,
Invest and Lead by identifying the ways that we can deploy all
of our assets to “punch above our weight” and by influencing
the way cities work and how people think about them. Living
Cities is supporting new approaches that bust down traditional silos and show how services in such areas as education,
jobs and wealth-building can be integrated for the benefit of
low-income people. We are defining through our American
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City Agenda the policies that cities need to reestablish themselves as our country’s economic engines. We are creating new

opportunities for socially responsible investors to become a

I believe that we are at a special moment in American history.

part of the renaissance in their cities through such vehicles as

Unique forces, from globalization and global warming

the Living Cities Catalyst Fund, which we launched this year.

to changing presidential and municipal leadership, are

Finally, we are bringing new voices to the table. We have added
additional foundations and corporations to our partnership,
including Citigroup and the Surdna, Skillman and AARP
foundations. This year we appointed our inaugural class
of Living Cities Distinguished Urban Fellows—former
Indianapolis mayor Bart Peterson and former Portland, OR,
city commissioner Erik Sten—to bring real-world governing

converging to give us the chance to not just rethink cities,
but to re-engineer them for the benefit of low-income people
and our nation as a whole. Taken together, these forces of
change, and the current economic crisis, create both an
unprecedented opportunity and an urgent need for action.
Simply put, there has never been a more important time for
Living Cities to Innovate, Invest and Lead.

experience to our decision making. We also added grantees

We hope you will be excited by what we have done in 2008

from the municipal sector, such as Cities for Financial

to position us for the future. We look forward to working with

Empowerment and from the nonprofit sector, including the

you in 2009 as our nation sets a new course for our country,

Coalition of Urban Serving Universities.

our cities and those neighborhoods and individuals long

In short, by leveraging Living Cities’ assets—our members, our

isolated from the economic mainstream.

track record, our new vision, our resources and our long-term
partnerships with the Local Initiatives Support Corporation
(LISC) and Enterprise Community Partners—we are creating
a new level of excitement about Living Cities and the future
of cities in the 21 century.

Ben Hecht

st

January 2009
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who we are

{

Living Cities is an innovative partnership of private
and philanthropic leaders that was established
to bring opportunities and the power of
mainstream markets to historically neglected urban
neighborhoods and their residents.

our MEMBERS
AARP Foundation

John S. and James L. Knight Foundation

AXA Equitable

John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

Bank of America

The McKnight Foundation

The Annie E. Casey Foundation

MetLife Inc.

Citigroup

Prudential Financial

J.P. Morgan Chase & Company

The Rockefeller Foundation

Deutsche Bank

Surdna Foundation

Ford Foundation
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
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affiliate members

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

The Cleveland Foundation

The Kresge Foundation

The Skillman Foundation

What we do
we innovate. We support bold, promising approaches that
harness the city’s unique role as America’s engine for economic
prosperity and have the potential to transform the lives of lowincome people and the communities in which they live.

we invest. We are long-term investors. We aggregate and
deploy resources through loans, grants, equity, guarantees and
other financial mechanisms in order to help steer market forces
to the people and places where we work.

we lead. We unite the public, private and philanthropic
sectors through the Living Cities method of using market
forces and systems change to achieve high-impact results.
We lead governments and businesses to redirect their
resources to expand and sustain successful approaches.
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INNOVATE
accomplished past
Living Cities was launched in 1991 as an informal

Living Cities has focused intensely on building systems

partnership among seven foundations and an insurance

and institutional capacity, which are essential to providing

company with a commitment to help improve under-

individual opportunity, restoring neighborhoods and creating

invested urban neighborhoods and local community

healthy, vibrant communities long term.

development organizations. It was an innovative approach
that recognized the critical importance of making markets

We have received the personal attention and active participa-

work by aggregating philanthropic investments to achieve

tion of top-tier executives from our members. They do this,

meaningful results. Living Cities quickly emerged as a

they say, because they are personally and institutionally

leader in addressing urban issues.

committed to this enterprise—and because they learn so much
from their involvement in Living Cities with their peers.

Over the years, Living Cities has engaged numerous additional partners seeking to invest in and rejuvenate American

In 2008, the Council on Foundations recognized this rich

cities. Today, we are the world’s largest philanthropic

history of innovation by giving Living Cities its Distinguished

collaborative dedicated to improving cities and the lives of

Grantmaking Through Collaboration Award. “There is

the low-income people who live in them.

no better example of leadership than the Living Cities
program,” said Council of Foundations President and CEO

Now comprised of 20 leading foundations and financial

Steve Gunderson.

institutions, the Living Cities partnership is remarkable
in several respects.

“Living Cities’ vision of philanthropy’s role in rebuilding
our American cities, their leadership in going beyond

No other partnership focusing
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traditional competitive grantmaking to lead real change, and

exclusively on domestic issues exists

their commitment to partnerships that go beyond multiple

on this scale and involves high-

foundations to the other sectors of society define both the

level leaders from foundations,

theme of our 2008 gathering and the vision of our collective

corporations and government.

work in the future.”

ambitious future
While our focus on neighborhoods has had an extraordinary impact, the challenges of the 21st century demand much more. We must
simultaneously strengthen neighborhoods from the bottom up and re-engineer from the top down the broken, siloed systems that fail to
create adequate opportunities for low-income people.
In response to this challenge, in 2006 the Living Cities board adopted a bold, expanded vision to:

Make Living Cities a more memberdriven partnership

Expand our reach beyond housing
and economic development into
education, health, workforce
development and the environment

Create the ability to respond to emerging
investment opportunities

Amplify our collective multi-sector voice
for improved public policies

Promote innovations through new
combinations of investments
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Invite new investment partners that
complement the strengths of LISC
and Enterprise

To achieve this vision, we are leveraging the competitive advantages of
cities—their vitality, density of markets, culture, youth and diversity.
We are riding the transformational waves of change—including technology, social networking and climate change.
We also are using the same levers that so effectively built a strong
and vibrant, vertically integrated affordable housing and community
development sector to improve health care, create new jobs, promote
economic stability and wealth building, strengthen education and
foster environmental sustainability. That means:
•

Identifying and supporting strong, enduring organizations—public,
private, nonprofit or philanthropic

•

Promoting effective local, state and federal policy interventions

•

Pooling flexible capital and deploying it to help steer investments to
people and places we care about

•
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Underwriting promising field-building research and development

fostering individual prosperity
As part of this expanded mission, Living Cities is supporting Cities for Financial
Empowerment, a growing network of cities that are using their bully pulpits and
existing distribution channels to bring critical financial services and products—from
basic bank accounts to tax preparation and financial counseling—to their lowincome citizens. Living Cities is providing funds to allow these cities to innovate
together through the national work of Cities for Financial Empowerment as well
as the creation of permanent local Offices of Financial Empowerment in the New
York, San Francisco and San Antonio governments.

supporting agents of change
Living Cities has long supported community development corporations and other community-based nonprofits because of their ability to transform neighborhoods. As part of our expanded agenda, we are working
with other institutions rooted in communities to help them be pro-active change agents. Toward this end,
we are supporting the Coalition of Urban Serving Universities (CUSU), an emerging network of 39 public
urban universities, to help these institutions reach key goals, including re-engineering local education systems—spanning pre-kindergarten through work (referred to as P-16) —so they can prepare a workforce ready
to compete in the 21st century economy. Living Cities is helping CUSU build its capacity to assist member
institutions and underwriting the efforts of individual members to build model education systems.
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INVEST
investing in the future

Living Cities is proud of the long and sustained record

Today, Living Cities is working to take this success

of investment that we have made in America’s cities.

to the next level. While continuing to make capital

At our founding, we brought together foundations and

available to LISC and Enterprise to facilitate the

financial service companies as part of a new approach to

physical revitalization of neighborhoods, Living Cities

aggregating capital to benefit low-income communities.

is also creating new vehicles that make it easier for

Since then, we have invested more than $540 million

institutions and individuals to invest creatively and

in 23 cities and made a demonstrable difference in

effectively in cities and disadvantaged communities.

neighborhoods throughout the nation.
Our funding through 2006, largely deployed through
two national nonprofit organizations— LISC and
Enterprise Community Partners—has helped build
stores, schools, child care options, health care and jobtraining centers, and other community assets with a
total value of nearly $16 billion—a remarkable leverage
ratio of 29:1.
Community-based organizations supported by Living
Cities have built or renovated more than 140,000
homes—enough to house the entire population of
16

Raleigh or St. Paul.
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Creating opportunities

the catalyst fund
Launched in July 2008, the Living Cities Catalyst Fund
has aggregated more than $20 million of patient, flexible
capital, often called Program-Related Investments
(PRIs), from member organizations to provide belowmarket-rate loans and guarantees to improve the lives
of economically disadvantaged urban communities and
their residents.

public education; creating opportunities to build
income, wealth and financial stability; promoting
health and wellness; and revitalizing distressed neighborhoods. The Catalyst Fund was also created to support
the field of mission-investing by allowing foundations
new to making PRIs to invest alongside foundations
with deep experience in the field. The fund extends the
use of PRIs beyond real estate-backed loans and helps
to standardize origination and reporting in the field.
Investors in the Catalyst Fund commit funds for 10 years
and choose an annual interest rate of up to 3 percent. The
Catalyst Fund began making loans in fall 2008 and Living
Cities expects to build a portfolio of more than 20 loans
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ranging from $250,000 to $2 million.

Improving public education
BUILDING Wealth and
financial stability

Promoting health and wellness

Revitalizing distressed
neighborhoods

{

The Catalyst Fund focuses primarily on improving

to build income

THE admiral community impact
center at living cities

what long-term investment can do

Many professional athletes still have ties to the cities where

A key to Living Cities’ success has been the decision to invest

they grew up and began their careers. Once they have achieved

in long-term capacity building, particularly that of two national

financial success, they frequently want to give back to the com-

organizations focused on neighborhoods—LISC and Enterprise

munities that supported them. Many need an “honest broker” to

Community Partners—as well as a network of community-based

help them navigate the philanthropic world.

organizations they both support.

One such honest broker is

Living Cities’ consistent investment over many years has helped

retired NBA great David

create a mature, vertically integrated housing and community

Robinson—whom professional

development sector with capable neighborhood organizations

athletes often ask for guidance

and local, state and federal financing for their activities. Strong

on how to give back in mean-

national intermediaries provide assistance and financing and

ingful ways. Mr. Robinson’s own

advocate for policy reforms to sustain long-term success.

philanthropic efforts, including
the Carver Academy for grades

LISC and Enterprise, along with the entire community

pre-K through six in San

development sector, continue to gain strength, thanks in large

Antonio, have inspired people

part to the consistent support of Living Cities. An analysis by

around the country.

Metis Associates found that in the past six years, LISC and
Enterprise provided significantly more financing to community

In January 2009, Living Cities, The John S. and James L. Knight

development corporation (CDC) projects ($805 million) than

Foundation and David Robinson will launch a pioneering partner-

during the entire first decade of the initiative ($444.6 million).

ship, the Admiral Community Impact Center at Living Cities, to
help professional athletes and other successful individuals make

“Based on our review of money flows, project commitments and

charitable gifts and become active participants in the revitalization

production, we have concluded that the Living Cities model of

of cities. The Admiral Center will advise athletes on how to give,

funding community development through CDCs has been highly

which organizations to support and how to leverage their commit-

effective,” the report concluded.

ments. The center is expected to generate more than $12 million
in new grants and social investment over the next five years.

LEAD
Leading Change

Leading change has been an important tenet of Living Cities.
Over the years, we have adapted to meet the needs of the time.
For example, before big-box retailers became a norm in cities,
Living Cities supported the creation of the Urban Markets
Initiative (UMI) at The Brookings Institution. This initiative
compiled demographic and census data so cities could make
a factual case for the ability of densely populated inner-city
neighborhoods to support new retail and commercial facilities.
When it was difficult to hear voices supporting cities in
Congress, Living Cities facilitated the creation of the Former
Mayors Caucus in the U.S. House of Representatives.
Today, Living Cities remains committed to leading, whether
responding to current crises that threaten the progress of cities,
or defining and promoting a fundamental re-thinking of the
policies and investments needed to harness the full economic
potential of cities and their residents.
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Responding To Today’s
Most Pressing Issues

Today, many foreclosures are concentrated heavily in already
vulnerable neighborhoods, leading to vacant and abandoned
properties that threaten property values for neighboring
homeowners, invite crime and discourage the types of investment
long championed by Living Cities. Recognizing the need
to intervene to stem the tide, despite cautious responses by
the federal government, in June 2008, Living Cities provided
$5 million in funding to 10 innovative local entities and collaborations committed to purchasing and disposing of foreclosed
homes in ways that preserve a neighborhood’s character. Three
months later, Congress provided $4 billion to allow states and
localities to scale this work.
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promoting a new, integrated approach to policy
In May 2008, Living Cities launched The American City Agenda, a new policy framework
that contests the outmoded assumptions that have driven urban strategies for the last
40 years. We believe that cities must focus on people, place and opportunity simultaneously, and we recognize the need to align local, state and federal policies and the roles of the
public, private and philanthropic sectors so that funding, policies and regulations support—
rather than inhibit—urban transformation.

the american city agenda promotes:

Individual
opportunity
& wealth

business expansion
& investment

strong
neighborhoods

sustainability
& wellness

Ensuring that people

Ensuring support

Ensuring an adequate

Ensuring that transit

Maintaining and

have access to educa-

for existing and

supply of affordable

systems are properly

improving the core

tion and training at all

emerging businesses

housing for all residents

aligned with economic

infrastructure of

levels, are able to save

and filling the gaps

and the development of

and housing needs,

transit, bridges and

and build wealth, and

in capital that keep

community institutions

that fresh food is

sewer systems and

have access to vital

small businesses

such as schools and

broadly available and

ensuring Internet

work supports

from expanding

health centers

that climate change is

access for all residents

fundamentally addressed
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critical
infrastructure

a new kind of partnership
Our partnerships with select states are a critical part of
The American City Agenda. In these states, Living Cities works
directly with the governor and the mayor of a major city to align
policy and implement an integrative strategy.

“The efforts of this partnership
will help make sure that Ohio’s
cities and towns are not only

In May 2008, we announced our first partnership, joining forces

great places to live and raise

with Ohio Governor Ted Strickland, Lieutenant Governor Lee

a family, but also centers of

Fisher and Cleveland Mayor Frank G. Jackson. Since May, state

economic growth and vitality.”

and local officials, key community groups, local philanthropies

- Ohio Governor Ted Strickland

and Living Cities representatives have charted an ambitious path
for aligning state and local policies and removing bureaucratic
roadblocks to promote individual opportunity, business growth,

“We have a chance to essentially

infrastructure and neighborhood development.

rebuild the capacity of cleveland
and the state of ohio to help

The partners have set high goals including increasing the number

those with the least among us; it is

of Cleveland high school students who go to college, creating a

even more crucial to touch them

system to help connect low-income residents to all applicable

in a tangible way, particularly

public benefits—from food to health care—and helping to build
a model for the development of green-collar careers. The partners
are also working to develop a new economic development program
that focuses on regional growth and community development
efforts around rooted institutions, such as research universities.

in these economic times.”

- Cleveland Mayor Frank G. Jackson

HOW WE WORK
Living Cities’ members pool their resources and commit them to Living Cities in three-year
intervals. In the current three-year term, 2007-2010, members have contributed more than
in any previous term—totaling more than $133 million. This includes:
•

$44 million in grants

•

$20 million in Program-Related Investments (PRIs)

•

$69 million in low-interest loans for housing and community development

During the first year of this three-year term, Living Cities expended $7,895,631.
More detailed financial statements for FY 2008 can be found at www.LivingCities.org.

“Living Cities sees America’s cities as areas of opportunity. Yet we know that
there are many inner-city families who continue to live in poverty. This
is why Living Cities focuses on supporting the development of bold new
interventions to address the persistence of poverty in urban communities.”
Pablo Farias—Vice-Chairman, Living Cities Board of Directors
Vice President, Asset Building and Community Development Program
Ford Foundation
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our board of directors
Gary S. Hattem (Chairman)
President

Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation

Managing Director
Deutsche Bank

Martin Cox
Group Executive, Community Development Banking
Group Executive, Chase Equipment Leasing
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.
Paula Ellis
Vice President, National and New Initiatives
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
Pamela P. Flaherty
President & Chief Executive Officer
Citi Foundation
Ben Hecht
President & Chief Executive Officer
Living Cities
Phillip Henderson
President
Surdna Foundation

Pablo Farias (Vice-Chairman)
Vice President, Asset Building and Community
Development Program
Ford Foundation

Gabriella Morris
President
The Prudential Foundation
Vice President, Community Resources
Prudential Financial
Douglas W. Nelson
President
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Hilary Pennington
Director, Special Initiatives
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Andrew Plepler
President, Bank of America Foundation
Bank of America
Rip Rapson
President
The Kresge Foundation

Craig Howard
Director, Community and
Economic Development
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation

Rosemarie Shomstein
Senior Vice President, AXA
Community Investment Program
AXA Equitable

Risa Lavizzo-Mourey
President
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Robin Talbert
President
AARP Foundation

Darren Walker
Vice President, Foundation Initiatives
Rockefeller Foundation
A. Dennis White
Vice President, Social Investments
MetLife, Inc.
Kate Wolford
President
McKnight Foundation

AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Carol Goss
President & Chief Executive Officer
The Skillman Foundation
Ronald Richard
President
The Cleveland Foundation
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Living Cities’ programs and policies are developed and
guided by five permanent standing committees and
temporary working groups that are established as needed
to address current issues. More than 70 staff members
from Living Cities’ member organizations, including
experts in a range of urban issues, participate in these
activities as described in the following pages.

Capital Formation
Structuring vehicles to attract, aggregate and deploy capital to create opportunities and
improve the quality of life for disadvantaged urban communities

Co-Chairs

Members

Douglas Nelson
The Annie E. Casey
Foundation

Tonya Allen
The Skillman Foundation

Frank DeGiovanni
Ford Foundation

Dudley Benoit
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
Andrew Ditton
Citi Community Capital
Elizabeth Ferrer
Bank of America
Paul Hinds
Bank of America

Jerry Huang
The John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation

Marco Navarro
Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation

Christine Looney
Ford Foundation

Debra Schwartz
The John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation

Asad Mahmood
Deutsche Bank
Juan Martinez
John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation

Rick Scott
The McKnight Foundation
Patricia Shannon
AARP Foundation

Laura Trudeau
The Kresge Foundation
Christa Velasquez
The Annie E. Casey
Foundation
Vanitha Venugopal
Surdna Foundation
Dennis White
MetLife, Inc.

Elizabeth Sullivan
The Kresge Foundation
(formerly)
StaFF LeaD : Robin Hacke

Policy
Providing a framework that aligns local, state and federal policies and the roles of the public, private
and philanthropic sectors to support cities, neighborhoods and individual opportunity

Co-Chairs

Members

Andrew Plepler
Bank of America

Sharon Alpert
Surdna Foundation

Mark Rigdon
JPMorgan Chase & Co.

Elaine Ryan
AARP Foundation

Darren Walker
Rockefeller Foundation

Don Chen
Ford Foundation

Salvatore Sclafani
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

Greg Shaw
Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation

Katie Hong
Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation

Vickie Tassan
Bank of America

Lisa Cylar Miller
The Skillman Foundation
Gabriella Morris
Prudential
Rip Rapson
The Kresge Foundation

Angie Garcia Lathrop
Bank of America
Staff Lead : Neil Kleiman

Damian Thorman
John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation
Roger Williams
The Annie E. Casey
Foundation
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Human Development
Seeding and supporting platforms and partnerships that dramatically expand the reach and influence of our
systems-building efforts in education, workforce development and asset building

Co-Chairs

Members

Hilary Pennington
Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation

Kim Burnett
Surdna Foundation

Ed Egnatios
The Skillman Foundation

Nicole Campbell
Deutsche Bank Americas
Foundation

Susan Gewirtz
The Annie E. Casey
Foundation

Don Chen
Ford Foundation

Michael Hickey
Deutsche Bank (formerly)

Mark Rigdon
JP Morgan Chase & Co.

Craig Howard
The John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation
Rick McGahey
Ford Foundation
Brandee McHale
Citi Foundation

Susan Miler
AARP Foundation
Helen Neuborne
Ford Foundation
Vivian Vasallo
AARP Foundation

Staff Lead: Marian Urquilla

Neighborhood Change
Supporting geographically anchored neighborhood change efforts and change agents rooted in those locales
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Chair

Members

Rip Rapson
The Kresge Foundation

Tonya Allen
The Skillman Foundation

Carol Goss
The Skillman Foundation

George McCarthy
Ford Foundation

Dan Bartholomay
The McKnight Foundation
(formerly)

April Hawkins
MetLife Foundation

Eric Muschler
The McKnight Foundation

Kim Burnett
Surdna Foundation

Craig Howard
The John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation

Marco Navarro
Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation

Don Chen
Ford Foundation

Wendy Jackson
The Kresge Foundation

Preston Pinkett
Prudential Financial

Karen Daly
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

Joshua Jarret
Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation

Staff Lead : Marian Urquilla

Roger Williams
The Annie E. Casey
Foundation
Mark Willis
Ford Foundation

Knowledge & Communications
Developing strategies and executing the communication of Living Cities’ brand and work

Co-Chairs

Members

Paula Ellis
The John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation

Helen Chin
Surdna Foundation

George McCarthy
Ford Foundation

Suzanne Siskel
Ford Foundation

Anne Christiano
Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation

Dana Vickers Shelley
The Annie E. Casey
Foundation

Sharyn Sutton
AARP Foundation

Kate Wolford
The McKnight Foundation

John Kinghorn
Prudential

Staff Lead: Eric Henderson

Green Working Group
Exploring possible interventions in building efficiency, the creation of green-collar jobs and transportation-oriented development

Chair

Members

Ronn Richard
Cleveland Foundation

Sharon Alpert
Surdna Foundation

Karen Daly
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

Sam Marks
Deutsche Bank Americas
Foundation

Michelle Depass
Ford Foundation

Gregory Melanson
Bank of America

Maria Blair
Rockefeller Foundation

Lois DeBacker
Kresge Foundation

Don Chen
Ford Foundation

India Lee
The Cleveland Foundation

Salvatore Sclafani
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

Anna Covenhoven
Bank of America

Lillian Kuri
The Cleveland Foundation

Dan Bartholomay
The McKnight Foundation
(formerly)
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Staff Leads: Loren Blackford, Consultant
Neil Kleiman

Subprime Working Group
Exploring possible Living Cities interventions in the subprime crisis and
mitigating the effects of concentrated foreclosures on neighborhoods.

Members
Jim Baek
Deutsche Bank

Elizabeth Ferrer
Bank of America

Mark McDermott
Enterprise Community Partners

Vickie Tassan
Bank of America

Mary Burkholder
Local Initiative Support
Corporation

George Gaberlavage
AARP Foundation

Pat McEnerney
Deutsche Bank

Mary Tingerthal
Housing Partnership Network

Solomon Greene
Open Society Institute

Tracey Rutnik
NeighborWorks America

Laura Trudeau
Kresge Foundation

Sarah Greenberg
Neighborworks America

Debra Schwartz
The John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation

Vivian Vasallo
AARP Foundation

Kim Burnett
Surdna Foundation
Eileen Casey
AXA Equitable
Rafael Cestero
Enterprise Community Partners

Craig Howard
The John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation

Don Chen
Ford Foundation

Sarah Kokolus
AXA Equitable

Karen Daly
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development

Wendy Jackson
Kresge Foundation

Frank DeGiovanni
Ford Foundation
Pablo Farias
Ford Foundation

Raquiba LaBrie
Open Society Institute
Angie Garcia Lathrop
Bank of America

Salvatore Sclafani
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development
Anne Stuhldreher
Office of Policy and Research,
State of California
Herb Sturz
Open Society Institute
Kheng Mei Tan
U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

Vanitha Venugopal
Surdna Foundation
Christa Velasquez
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Chris Walker
Local Initiatives Support
Corporation
Roger Williams
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Mark Willis
Ford Foundation

George McCarthy
Ford Foundation

Staff Lead : Tamir Novotny
John Weiser, BrodyWeiserBurns
Kevin McQueen, BrodyWeiserBurns
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renewable energy.

P: 646.442.2200
www.LivingCities.org

“Living Cities—with our alignment of corporations and foundations and the
public sector—is really unprecedented in America. The work we do speaks to
something that is unique and special and highly effective in bringing about
change for urban communities and the people who live in them.”

-Gary Hattem—Chairman, Living Cities Board of Directors
President
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
Managing Director
Deutsche Bank
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